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Nancy Koon (adpce.ad)

From: Luke Morris <luke.morris@osagenation-nsn.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2022 2:37 PM
To: Water Draft Permit Comment
Cc: Colleen A. Bell; 'Kristy Eanes'
Subject: Second Comment from Osage Nation for EPA, ADEQ, Paradise Valley Waste Water 

Treatment Plant, Roland Cutoff Road, Pulaski County, Arkansas
Attachments: Second ADEQ Public Comment.docx; Historic-Preservation_ONHPO-Survey-

Standards.zip

 
Greetings, 
 
Osage Nation is submitting a document for the second comment period regarding EPA, ADEQ, Paradise Valley Waste 
Water Treatment Plant, Roland Cutoff Road, Pulaski County, Arkansas. Attached, please find the response letter from 
ONHPO, and a folder with guidelines for the requested archaeological survey. Please ensure the contractor 
receives and adheres to the provided guidelines to minimize concerns for Osage Nation. 
 
Should you have any questions or need any additional information please feel free to contact Luke Morris via email at 
luke.morris@osagenation-nsn.gov. Thank you for consulting with the Osage Nation on this matter. 
 
Best regards, 
Luke Morris 
Archaeologist, MA 
Osage Nation Historic Preservation Office 
627 Grandview Avenue,  
Pawhuska, OK 74056 
Fax: (918) 287-5376 
 

 
 

Starting October 1, 2022 the Osage Nation Historic Preservation Office is changing the project notification process. All 
project notifications and reports must be emailed to s106@osagenation-nsn.gov Include the Lead Agency, Project 
Name, and Project Number on the subject line. 

IMPORTANT: This email message may contain confidential or legally privileged information and is intended only for 
the use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying, or the taking 
of any action in reliance on the information herein is prohibited. Emails are not secure and cannot be guaranteed to 
be error-free. They can be intercepted, amended, or contain viruses. Anyone who communicates with us by email is 
deemed to have accepted these risks. Osage Nation is not responsible for errors or omissions in this message and 
denies any responsibility for any damage arising from the use of email. Any opinion and other statements 
contained in this message and any attachment are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent 
those of the Osage Nation.  
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Date: December 13, 2022     File:  2223-1792AR-10 
 
RE: ADEQ, Paradise Valley Waste Water Treatment Plant, Roland Cutoff Road, Pulaski County, 
Arkansas 
 
Protecting historic and ancestral resources is a vital interest for preserving Osage culture. Osage Nation 
Historic Preservation Office (ONHPO) is tasked to preserve and protect Osage heritage, requiring a 
concerted effort between collaborating agencies at various levels of jurisdiction. Modern reservation 
boundaries are in Osage County, Oklahoma, but cultural interest extends beyond into ancestral territories 
in Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, and portions of the Ohio River Valley.  
 
Arkansas River Valley is a unique landscape connecting the Southern Rocky Mountains and Great Plains 
regions to the Central Mississippi River Valley. Many prehistoric and historic resources are noted near the 
active channel within the entire drainage basin, requiring careful consideration when modern projects 
anticipate invasive undertakings. Former villages, trails, burials, or locations of sacred activities are some 
of the resources requiring protection. When archaeological investigations are not conducted, inadvertent 
effects to the properties be a direct result.  
 
Environmental and cultural affects must be considered as urban development accommodates rising 
populations. The National Historic Preservation Act or NHPA, clarifies that historic properties may have 
religious and cultural significance to American Indian tribes. Additionally, Section 106 of NHPA requires 
Federal agencies to consider the effects of their actions on historic properties, as does the National 
Environmental Policy Act. 
 
During the first comment period, Osage Nation Historic Preservation Office evaluated Paradise Valley 
Waste Water Treatment Plant, Pulaski County, Arkansas, resulting in a submitted request to ADEQ that 
an archaeological survey be conducted. The proposed project area is a highly sensitive and significant 
location with sacred burial sites. Permitting the project without archaeological investigations could be 
disastrous to the preservation of culture, and result in direct violation of Arkansas Unmarked Burial Act. 
Due to the high potential for site desecration, the Osage Nation has engaged in direct, government-to-
government consultation with the EPA, the state of Arkansas, and anticipates future consultation with the 
US Army Corps of Engineers.  
 
Osage Nation is grateful for the opportunity for a second comment to ADEQ on the anticipated 
undertaking. Prior to any further development, Osage Nation Historic Preservation Office anticipates 
reviewing and commenting on the planned Phase I cultural resource survey report for the proposed 
Paradise Valley Waste Water Treatment Plant.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment during this public hearing.  
 



 

 

 

OSAGE NATION 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE 

 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY STANDARDS 

 
The following archaeological survey standards are the minimum amount of work acceptable for 

archaeological surveys conducted on the Osage Nation Reservation/Osage County and 

throughout Osage Nation ancestral territory as determined by the Osage Nation Historic 

Preservation Office (ONHPO). Additional archaeological work (i.e. more shovel tests or 

transects) or methods (backhoe trenches) can always be incorporated into the research design to 

help locate and identify archaeological sites depending on the area or potential for encountering 

significant cultural resources. Alternative, project-specific, standards may be developed in 

conjunction with the ONHPO for projects with unique or unusual circumstances as appropriate.  

 

Professional Qualifications: 

Archaeological investigations must be conducted by an archaeologist who meets the U.S. 
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for Archeology (36 CFR Part 61; 

48 FR 44716). At a minimum, all field surveyors must possess a BA or BS in anthropology with 

an emphasis in archaeology. At a minimum, the supervisor who is in the field and supervises the 

field survey, interprets the results of the field survey, determines the cultural resource 

recommendation, and produces the cultural survey report must possess an MA or MS in 

anthropology with an emphasis in archaeology. Supervisors must accompany and oversee all 

field surveyors during the fieldwork. With the first cultural resource survey report, include 

curriculum vitae for all project archaeologists and identify work performed. 

 

Background Research: 

Archaeologists must conduct a background literature search prior to field investigations. At a 

minimum this shall include searches of the SHPO’s databases for previously recorded 

archaeological sites and historic properties, and previous archaeological work in the vicinity. For 

projects in Osage County, OK, the archaeologists would also include searches of the Osage 

Allotment Maps, Oklahoma Geological Survey Archives (Norman, Oklahoma) for early USGS 

7.5 and 15-minute topographic maps and aerial photographs, plus the GLO map archive 

available online (www.glorecords.blm.gov). 
 

Deeply Buried Cultural Deposits: 

Archaeologists must assess the potential for deeply buried cultural deposits within the block area 

prior to starting field investigations. At a minimum, this shall include a review of the USDA soil 

surveys and geologic maps. If there is a potential for deeply buried cultural deposits within the 

http://www.glorecords.blm.gov/
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block survey area, deeper subsurface investigations (to be determined in consultation with the 

ONHPO) will be required. 

 

Survey Report: 

Archaeologists must submit the results of their investigation in a report to the ONHPO that 

follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Archeological Documentation. The ONHPO 

will complete its review within 30 days of receipt of the archaeology survey report and the 

SHPO review letters. For Oklahoma this would include review letters by the Oklahoma 

Archaeological Survey and the Oklahoma Historical Society. 

 
Fieldwork: 

Unless otherwise determined in conjunction with the ONHPO, all areas of a project’s Area of 

Potential Effects (APE) should be subjected to subsurface investigations via systematic shovel testing. 

No area of the project's APE should be omitted from shovel testing due to surface visibility. The 

omission of areas from subsurface testing in an archaeological survey due to ground visibility is 

neither effective nor ethical. While the presence of artifacts on the surface of the ground can be an 

indication for the presence of a site, the absence of artifacts on the surface of the ground, even in 

conditions of 100 percent surface visibility, is not a confirmation for the absence of an archaeological 

site which may be buried beneath the ground's surface. Additionally, it should not be assumed that 

previously disturbed areas contain no significant archaeological sites or buried human remains.  Those 

areas known to be, or thought to be, previously disturbed should also be subjected to survey in order 

to identify archaeological sites and to evaluate the level of disturbance which may or may not have 

impacted buried archaeological sites. 

 

A. Shovel Testing 

The entire APE must be subject to systematic shovel testing. Shovel tests must be conducted in 

intervals no greater than 30 meters in transects no wider than 30 meters. A smaller or reduced shovel 

test interval may be appropriate in areas with particularly high probability or potential for significant, 

intact archaeological deposits. Additionally, the ONHPO may require shovel test intervals be reduced 

to 15 meters in areas known to have a higher probability for archaeological sites or areas of 

significance to the Osage Nation. Shovel tests must be a minimum of 30 cm in diameter and must be 

dug to 20 cm beyond sterile subsoil. If portions of the APE are believed to contain subsoil at the 

surface of the ground, then shovel tests are to be dug to 20 cm below the surface to confirm that it is 

subsoil and to determine that the subsoil is sterile of artifacts and/or features. Shovel tests should be 

dug in stratigraphic or 10 cm levels with sediments screened through ¼-inch mesh unless high clay or 

water content requires that they be troweled through. 

 

If sterile subsoil is too deep to reach via shovel testing, then selective coring/auguring should 

commence to determine the need for more appropriate methods to survey for deeply buried 

archaeological deposits. In seasonally inundated areas where the soil is very poorly drained, shovel 

testing should be conducted to verify soil conditions (i.e. hygroscopic soils), but shovel test intervals 

may be extended to a maximum of 50 meters in those areas. 

 

Unless previously determined in conjunction with the ONHPO, the only areas within the APE in 

which shovel testing may be omitted are areas of a 20 percent or greater slope. Areas known to be, or 

believed to be previously disturbed, including but not limited to previously developed lands, 

agricultural fields, and buried utilities, are not to be omitted from subsurface testing. Systematic  
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shovel testing in the manner stated above is required in those areas to establish the presence of 

archaeological sites, to determine the level of ground disturbance, and to evaluate the impact of 

previous ground disturbance on any archaeological sites located in the area.  

 

Notes should be kept on each shovel test documenting the shovel test location (including GPS 

coordinates), soil stratigraphy referencing USDA soil descriptions and actual soils encountered, soil 

color description (Munsell color codes if possible), depth, and the presence or absence of artifacts. A 

representative sample of shovel tests should be documented with photographs and profile drawings all 

of which should be incorporated into the survey report. The survey report will also include a shovel 
test log and a shovel test map that clearly depicts each labeled shovel test location.  

 

B. Pedestrian Survey  

While pedestrian survey may be used in addition to systematic shovel testing, it may not be used in 

lieu of shovel testing in any area, except for those areas consisting of a slope 20 degrees of greater. 

Sloped areas exceeding 20 degrees should be investigated via pedestrian survey at intervals no wider 

than 10 meters.   

 

C. Linear Projects 

For linear projects exceeding 1 mile, such as power line corridors, shovel test intervals may be 

extended to a maximum of 100 meters. A linear project is defined as an undertaking with an APE 

width no greater than 30 m. Additional judgmental shovel tests, as appropriate, should be placed in 

areas with particularly high probability or potential for significant, intact archaeological deposits. 

 

If shovel test transects parallel the edge of the APE, the transect nearest the edge of the APE should be 

no further than half a standard shovel test interval as defined for the project from the edge of the APE. 

For example, if the shovel test interval being used for a particular project is 25 m, the transects nearest 

the edges of the APE should be no further than 12.5 m from the edge of the APE. If the APE is 60 m 

wide and shovel tests are being excavated at 25 m intervals, there should be three shovel test transects, 

and the transects nearest the edges of the APE would be 5 m from the edge of the APE. If shovel tests 

were excavated on only two transects, the distance from the transects to the edge of the APE would be 

17.5 m, which is greater than half of a standard shovel test interval as defined for the project, and not 
deemed adequate coverage for a high probability area. 
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Examples of Shovel Test Transect Placements (Across 60-Meter Wide Survey Corridor) 

 

 

Insufficient Coverage 

Two Shovel Test Transects Spaced 25 m 

Apart on 60-m Wide Corridor, with Shovel 

Tests Excavated at 25-m Intervals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adequate Coverage (high probability) 

Three Shovel Test Transects Spaced 25 m 

Apart on 60-m Wide Corridor, with Shovel 

Tests Excavated at 25-m Intervals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adequate Coverage (minimum) Two 

Shovel Test Transects Spaced 30 m Apart 

on 60-m Wide Corridor, with Shovel 

Tests Excavated at 30-m Intervals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Insufficient Coverage 

One Shovel Test Transect on 60-m Wide Corridor, 

Regardless of Shovel Test Interval on Transect. 
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Determining Site Boundary: 

Shovel testing is required to determine site boundaries. 

 
A minimum of nine (9) shovel tests must be placed in a + pattern that is perpendicular extending 

from the center of the artifact discovery location. 

 
A shovel test must be placed every five (5) meters until two (2) negative shovel tests are 

sequentially excavated in each direction. All surface finds and positive shovel tests must be 

bounded by radial shovel tests in this manner. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

     Positive shovel test 

Negative shovel test 
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Archaeological Consultants  
 
Dean Afendras 
Afendras Archaeology, LLC PO Box 441 
Norman, OK 73070 
(405) 708-1151 
afendras.archaeology@yahoo.com 

Chris Branam 
Flat Earth Archeology, LLC 
117 Financial Drive 
Cabot, AR  72023 
(501) 286-7124 
chrisb@flateartharcheology.com 
 
Chris Cojeen 
Cojeen Archeological Services 
PO Box 1186 
Norman, OK 73070 
(405) 360-9996 
cojeenarch@sbcglobal.net 

Todd McMakin 
Stone Point Services, LLC 11827 County Road 41 
Tyler, TX 75706 
(903) 484-4041 
Todd@stonepointservices.com 

Charles M. Niquette  
Cultural Resource Analysts  
151 Walton Avenue 
Lexington, KY 40508 
(859) 252-4737 
(859) 254-3747 –fax 
cmniquette@crai-ky.com 

Jacquie Payette 
Environmental Resources Management 
30775 Bainbridge Road, Suite 180 
Solon, OH  44139 
(440) 542-0750 
(866) 573-1093 (toll free) 
Jacquie.payette@erm.com 
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Quality Services, Inc.  
Mr. David G. Hahs MA, RPA  
1000 73rd St., Ste. 11  
Windsor Heights, IA 50324-1321  
(515) 223-9940  
Cell (605) 858-0672  
dhahs@qualityservices.us.com  
www.qualityservices.us.com 
 
 
Switchgrass Consulting, Inc. 
Lauren O’Shea, archaeologist 
845 Highway 2 South 
Wilburton, OK  74578 
(479) 445-4359 
David X. Williams, Ph.D. 
dxw@switchgrassconsulting.com  
www.switchgrassconsulting.com 
 
 



Archaeologists NOT preferred to work in Osage Ancestral Territory 

 

Craig Sturdevant 

Joe Harl, Archaeological Research Center of St. Louis, Inc. 

James Holt 

Steve Dasovich 

Kevin McGowan 

Billy McCarley 

Larry Stillwell, Archaeological Consultants of Ossian 

Ryan Weller 

Virginia M. Janssen, Dynamic Environmental Associates, Inc. 

Gary Rex Walters 

Jake Rieb, Edge Consulting Engineers 

Katherine Turner-Pearson, Central Texas Archaeological Resources 

Craig Keener, Professional Archaeological Services Team 

Randy Dickson, Midwest Archaeological Consultants 

Thomas Shelby, Environmental Engineers 

TRC Environmental Corporation, Austin, TX 

Donald O. Henry, Ph.D., Consulting Archaeologists, LLC 




